Field name

Description

University
Faculty
Department
Position in the list
Job title
Disciplines in the Curriculum

Constantin ”râncuși University in Târgu-Jiu
Faculty of Sciences of Education and Public Management
Letters and Sciences of Education
11
Associate Professor
History of English Literature and Civilization 1, History of
Literature in English (Irish Literature), Applied English
Language 1, Applied English Language 2, Applied English
Language 1, Applied English Language 2, Applied English
Language 4, Applied English Language 3
Philology
Associate professor, position 11, Department of Letters and
Sciences of Education the disciplines in the structure of the
position are to be found in the curricula of ”achelor’s Degree
university programmes, English Language and Literature
Romanian Language and Literature as well as in the curricula of
Master’s Degree university programmes, Management and
Control of Educational Institutions and European Public
Administration.
The competition is apposite for the fact that some of the
disciplines are in the curricula of at a premium BA Programme of
study, namely English Language and Literature
Romanian
Language and Literature considered to be evaluated in the next
period for accreditation in conformity with the ARACIS
standards.
Moreover, the competition for associate professor position is
justified by the need to develop a sustainable human resources
policy oriented towards strengthening research activities, as a
core element of teaching.
Considering the ARACIS standards regarding the relation
between the number of students and the number of teachers, as
well as the weight/ balance of the teaching staff in the university
holding a tenure in philology domain (English literature) of the
total number of teaching personnel in the personnel
establishment, a competition is necessary to be organized for the
associate professor, position 11.
According to the law of education no. 1/2011, art.287, paragraph
1, the teaching quota consists of: proper teaching quota and
research quota. The teaching quota comprises (the disciplines in
the position): History of English Literature and Civilization 1
(Romanticism) course/ lecture 2 h, History of Literature in
English (Irish Literature), course/ lecture 2 h, Applied English
Language 1, seminar 1.5 h, Applied English Language 2,
seminar 1.5 h, Applied English Language 1, seminar 1.5 hours,
Applied English Language 2, seminar 1.5 h, Applied English
Language 3, seminar1.5 h, Applied English Language 4, seminar
1.5 h; ACSL - guiding 2 h, ICS guiding students scientific
activities 2 h, AEV evaluation activities 2,5 h; research quota,

Scientific field
The description of the vacant position

Duties

Wages
Publication date in the Official Journal
Start and end of application
Date, day and time of lecture
Lecture place
Date of competition including lecture and
courses
Date of results announcement
Start and end of appeal
Topics for the competition

according to the Law of Education no. 1/2011 and the job
description in the appendix to the labour contract.
2131 lei
10.05.2016
May, 10, 2016 – July, 04, 2016
Wednesday, 20 July, 2016, 10 a.m.
Faculty of Sciences of Education and Public Management,
Griviţei Street no.1, Târgu-Jiu, Gorj
Wednesday, 20 July, 2016
20 July, 2016
21-27 July, 2016
In the case of the candidates in the higher education system, the
compliance with the minimum compulsory standards for the
tenure of the associate professor position according to the OMEN
no. 4204/2013 and with the Methodology for the tenure of
teaching and research positions of "Constantin ”râncuşi"
University in Târgu-Jiu are assessed.
As for the candidates coming from outside the higher education
system, they have to deliver a public lecture, with the
following topics:

History of English Literature and Civilization 1
 Tintern Abbey, Tourism and Romantic Landscape
 The Gothic
 French Revolution Apocalyptic Expectations
 Romantic Orientalism/ Oriental Exoticism/ Oriental
Fantasy
 Satanic and Byronic Hero
History of Literature in English (Irish History)
 Why did some Irishmen accept the Anglo-Irish Treaty
of 1921 and others rejected it?
 The World in its Times. Yeats’s Poetic Discourse versus
the Concept of History
 From Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla to ”ram Stocker’s
Dracula The Origin of the Gothic
 Yeatsian Standpoint on History in his Autobiographical
Work

When you are old and grey […] take down this book,
and slowly read , W.”.Yeats’s Muse and Curse
 Irish Studies: Joyce
 Mythology in some of Yeats’s Plays
 The Politics of Jonathan Swift - Gulliver’s Travels
Applied English Language
 Beware the Faustian Pact of the Professions
 Interview for a Job
 How to Write a Tailored CV
 Are You Making these Common Résumé Mistakes?
 How to Manage Job Interview Nerves



















9 Do's and Don'ts of Interviewing for a Job Expert Advice
EU Professionals Find Plenty of Work in UK
Lord ”ell’s Textbook for Old School Public Relations
Eurozone Exceeds Hopes in Recovery
50 Leading Business Pioneers
Mario Greco, CEO, Generali: a Change of Gear in Italy
7 Girl Bosses Share their Best Career Advice
The Trickledown Effect
Universities Need to Embrace Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurial Spirit Alive in the Highlands
Time to Value Skills of the Next Generation
Web Chat: Bryn Panee Burkhart
Women in Business
Rei Hasegawa
Careless Words Can Cost Careers
Employers Brace Themselves for Apprenticeship Levy
Interview: Rosabeth Moss Kander
How to Achieve a Work-Life Balance
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Description of competition procedure

List of documents

The framework methodology of the competition for the tenure
of a teaching position and in the higher education approved by
Government decision No. 457 of 04.05.2011, the Law of National
Education no. 1/2011, and Methodology for the tenure of teaching
positions and research of the " Constantin ”râncuşi " University
in Târgu-Jiu
Regarding the registration for the competition for holding a
teaching tenure in the higher education the candidate should
create track record containing the following documents:

Al. The application form, signed by the candidate along with a
statement on his own responsibility regarding veracity of the
information in the file;
A2. Proposal of university career development of the candidate
both from teaching and scientific research points of view; the
proposal shall be drawn up by the applicant and shall include up
to 10 pages and it is one of the main criterion to differentiate the
candidates;
A3. Curriculum vitae of the applicant both hard copy and
electronic format which should include information on: attended
studies, and earned diplomas; professional experience and
workplaces; projects of research and development which he has
run as a director of project and earned grants, in the case there are
such projects or grants, by specifying for each the source of
funding, the amount of financing and the main publications or
patents results; awards or other items for the recognition of the
applicant's scientific contributions;
A4. List of scientific papers of the candidate in print format
(signed on every page). The complete list of works of the
candidate should include: the list of maximum 10 papers
considered to be most relevant for their professional
achievements, which are included in electronic format in the file
and which can be found in other types of papers referred to in
complete list of works by the candidate; thesis or doctoral theses;
patents and other intellectual and industrial property rights;
books and chapters in books; papers / studies published in
journals of the main international scientific flux; papers in
extenso in the proceedings of the main international specialized
conferences; other papers and scientific contributions or, where
appropriate, of artistic creation;
A5. Statement of standards fulfilment of the requirements specific
for the job position in competition, filled in and signed by the
candidate, in printed form (original, signed on each page);
A6 Documents related to the Doctor’s Degree (certified copy of
doctoral diploma and if the original doctoral diploma is not
recognized in Romania, the certificate of its recognition or
equivalent, in authenticated copy or the copy of Ministerial Order
confirming the award of Doctor’s Degree)
A7. The summary of doctoral thesis in Romanian and in a foreign
language (maximum one page for each language);
“8. Other diploma certifying the candidate’s studies: copies of
other diplomas attesting the applicant's studies (degree, Bachelor,
Master / Postgraduate, certificate attesting psycho-pedagogical
study) or, if original diplomas are not recognized in Romania, the
certificates of recognition or the equivalent; copies of other
diplomas attesting the applicant's studies. The copies are signed
by candidate for certification "according to the original";
A9. Transcripts of records, supplements of diploma papers or
school situations issued for each cycle of studies;
A10. Copy of the identity card;

Address where the competition file will be sent
Competition Commission

A11. Copies of documents attesting the change of name, if it is
applicable (certificate of marriage or proof for the change of
name);
A12. Personal statement of the applicants that they are not in any
circumstances of incompatibility laid down in Law 1/2011, the
Law of National Education and the Framework Methodology
issued at national level;
A13. Medical certificate attesting that the candidate is able to
carry out educational activity;
A14. The reviewers list with contact details of their (for associate
professor and professor positions): at least 3 personalities in the
same subject, from Romania or abroad, outside CBU, who agreed
to write letters of recommendation regarding the candidate's
professional qualities
A15. The proof of the fee payment to apply for the position;
A16. Statement of assuming full responsibility, in original,
(holograph) signed by the candidate (the statement must state the
correctness of the data included in the file and the fact they refer
to his /her own activities and achievements, otherwise the
candidate facing the consequences of perjury, according to the
law in force);
A17. The portfolio including maximum
of the candidate’s
papers considered to be the most representative, scanned on
electronic support (CD).
A18. Certificate attesting psycho-pedagogical study Besides, the
electronic support will include, also, the list of candidate’s papers
in A4, in Word format.
The application file must have cover page and contents.
"Constantin ”râncuşi" University in Târgu-Jiu, no. 36, Unirii
Street , Târgu-Jiu, Gorj County



